Cosmos and Chaos in Flavian Poetry Workshop  
June 4, 2024  
Department of Classics, Trinity College Dublin  
Organisers: Francesca Econimo & Monica Gale

9.00-9.20  Greetings and Introduction

9.20-10.05  DARCY A. KRASNE, Columbia University  
“Cosmographic Geography and Geographic Cosmography: Exploring the Poetics of Valerius Flaccus’s World (Re)Building”

10.05-10.50  LUDOVICO PONTIGGIA, University of Edinburgh  
“Phaethontean Aspirations in Silius’ Punica”

10.50-11.10  Coffee Break

11.10-11.55  FEDERICA BESSONE, Università di Torino  
“The Form of Chaos. Patterns of Disorder in Statius’ Writing”

11.55-12.40  FRANCESCA ECONIMO, Trinity College Dublin  
“Illusions of Order, Acts of Chaos and Cosmic Threats in Statius’ Thebaid”

12.40-14.00  Lunch

14.00-14.45  JULENE ABAD DEL VECCHIO, University of Manchester  
“Awaiting Chaos: Some Reflections on the Function and Effect of Intertextual Foreshadowing in the Achilleid”

14.45-15.30  CAROLE E. NEWLANDS, University of Colorado Boulder  “Mobiles Silvae: The Poetics of Disharmony in Campania”

15.30-15.50  Coffee Break

15.50-16.35  VIOLA STARNONE, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa  “Martial’s Gods and their Involvement with Evil”

16.35-17.00  Final Discussion